Measurement of milk intake by deuterium dilution
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SUMMARY In 14 studies, each lasting seven days, on eight bottle fed infants milk intake was measured by deuterium dilution and by weighing the formula consumed and oral losses. Mean (SD) milk intake was 829 (108) g/day when measured by isotope dilution and 837 (98) g/day when measured by direct weighing, giving a mean difference between methods of 1.0 (5.0)%. Thus the stable isotope procedure is a potentially useful method for investigating lactation and nutritional problems.

Measurement of milk intake is fundamental to scientific, epidemiological, and clinical research on infant nutrition. Deuterium oxide ($^2$H$_2$O), given orally to mother or infant, has been used by some workers to estimate the intake of breast milk.1-3 Unlike alternative methods, such as test weighing4 or determination by flow meter,5 the stable isotope procedure does not need an observer or apparatus to be present at the time of feeding. This method is supported by sound theoretical arguments,6 by the consistency of data obtained in this way compared with data obtained by conventional test weighing,7 and by studies in animals.8,9 There is little information, however, on the validation of stable isotope methods in infants.4,10 We investigated the validity of the ‘dose to the baby’ deuterium dilution method, giving the isotope to infants living at home and being bottle fed, whose intake could be accurately measured.

Patients and methods

In 14 studies on eight healthy full term infants being bottle fed at 5 to 11 weeks of age milk intake was measured by deuterium kinetics and the results compared with those obtained by weighing the intake of formula feed and oral losses directly. The methods were conducted simultaneously over seven day periods in the infants’ homes. Approval was obtained from the ethical committees of the local hospital and Dunn Nutrition Unit.

Accurate data on formula intake were obtained by issuing preweighed bottles of ready to feed formula and weighing the bottles and residual milk contained in them after seven days. Oral spillages and regurgitations were measured by collecting them on preweighed absorbent tissues. Infants with a history of possetting were not included in the study. Small quantities of extra fluids given orally were weighed carefully and accounted for.

Details of the isotope method and the calculations used have been reported elsewhere,11 but the principal steps were as follows. Two samples of urine or saliva were obtained from each infant before the study to determine natural concentrations of deuterium ($^2$H) in a body fluid. A weighed dose of sterile isotope solution providing about 0.1 g $^2$H$_2$O/kg body water was then given orally under careful supervision to ensure that the whole dose was taken. Samples of the same body fluid (urine or saliva) were collected at four and five hours and then daily for seven days, a period that covered two to three biological half lives of the isotope.

Water output was calculated from the rate of disappearance of deuterium from the body multiplied by its average dilution space12 and adjusting for fractionation of deuterium in water vapour. Using the results of water balance studies on the same infants (unpublished data), we took a figure of 13% of water intake as being subject to fractionation (that is, evaporative losses).

Total water intake was calculated as water output plus water stored during growth. Water stored during growth was derived from the difference between the measured deuterium space at the start of the study and that estimated at the end.11 Oral water intake was derived from total water intake minus insensible water intake through lungs and skin (5.7% of the total, as estimated previously).11

Milk intake was calculated from oral water intake, adjusting for any extra water consumed, the known water content of the formula, water derived from oxidation of milk macronutrients,11 and water stored in fat and protein (calculated from body water and weight change and published values for
the protein and water contents of lean body mass). Calculations indicate, however, that there is no loss of accuracy in the general equation: milk intake = water intake/0.95.

This isotope method has potential sources of error. The calculation of water output depends on the assumption that the average loss of water subject to fractionation (estimated at 13%) applies to each infant. Nevertheless, a 100% error in this figure would result in only a 1% error in water output. The estimation of water intake from water output is subject to error in the measurement of water deposited during growth, though this can be derived precisely by this technique. A fixed assumption, based on average data, is used to estimate insensible water intake, yet in individual infants variations may occur according to minute volume and ambient humidity.

In six subjects a study comparing the two methods was performed on two separate occasions. For the purposes of analysis these studies were treated as independent: firstly, they were separated in time by six weeks, after major changes in body weight, body water, and milk intake had occurred, and, secondly, statistical analysis showed that within subject variation was closely similar to between subject variation when the methods were compared.

Results

The mean (SD) weight of formula offered to each infant was 841 (100) g/day, and the weight of measured spills and regurgitations was within the range of 1–12 g/day. The Table shows the resultant mean weight of formula ingested weight together with individual values. These data are compared with those derived by the isotope method. The mean values for milk intake determined by the two methods, 837 (98) g/day by weighing and 829 (108) g/day by isotope, were not significantly different by the paired t test (t = 0.748). The correlation coefficient for the two sets of results was 0.93 (p < 0.001). The mean difference (bias) between the methods (deuterium dilution minus weighed intake) was –1.0%. The standard deviation of this difference was 5.0%, and thus the limits of agreement of the two methods (as defined by Bland and Altman) were –11% to +9% (mean difference ± 2SD of difference). The highest individual difference in this study was 9.9%. The Table shows the results of estimates of total body water determined simultaneously by deuterium dilution.

Discussion

All methods of measuring milk intake are subject to error, and there is no standard against which a new procedure may be validated. Test weighing has been used as a standard, but small errors on weighing may accumulate if an infant feeds frequently; water losses by evaporation result in weight loss during the feed, and food regurgitated outside the test weighing period will be included as intake. In this study we attempted to avoid some of these difficulties by weighing the intake of the formula directly. We also carefully accounted for oral spills and regurgitations. Milk intake measured by deuterium dilution gave mean values that differed by only 1% from those obtained by our reference method.

The results of our study show that 95% of estimations made by the deuterium method could be expected to fall within the range of –11% to +9% of the weighed intake. Bland and Altman suggested a method for calculating the precision of the estimated mean difference between methods and the corresponding confidence interval. Using this approach for our sample size of 14 paired observations, the 95% confidence interval for placing the mean difference between methods (deuterium method –1% compared with weighed intake) would be –3.9% to +2.9%. The value of the deuterium method for work on individual subjects, as opposed to populations, for which the method is clearly valid, depends on the acceptable error for a particular study. We suggest that this method is suitable for most clinical and many laboratory investigations in individual patients, but we empha-
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Table: Comparison of milk formula intake by direct weighing and by deuterium dilution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total body water (% of body weight)</th>
<th>Milk intake (g)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weighed</td>
<td>By deuterium dilution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-9</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63-1</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-7</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-1</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66-8</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-0</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-2</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69-6</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69-9</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73-3</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-6</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69-1</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-5</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-4</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (SD) 837 (98) 829 (108) -1.0
sive that all methods of measuring food or milk intake are liable to significant errors.

Further confirmation of the validity of our method comes from our previous study comparing water intake by isotope dilution and a conventional balance technique in four premature babies. In contrast, Butte et al found that milk intake measured by test weighing gave a significantly different result from that determined by isotope, with unacceptable differences between methods of up to 65% in individual comparisons. That study may have deterred other investigators from using the isotope method, and the differences between their findings and ours require explanation. Our choice of a reference method other than test weighing probably played a key part in the difference. Moreover, we adjusted the weighed intakes for oral losses of milk, though we were careful not to select babies with a history of possetting; oral losses in our study were never above 2% of intake. We suggest that a further explanation of the differences between the studies is that we chose periods of seven days for both methods whereas Butte et al test weighed infants for only 48 hours and used the isotope procedure either over those two days or for three or five days, thus extending beyond the test weighing period. Though Butte et al studied breast fed infants and we used formula intake as our reference method, we do not believe that this accounts for all the differences observed. Indeed, the less frequent feeding of many formula fed babies may disturb the linear decline in deuterium enrichment by phasic changes in water turnover; theoretically this should make the isotope method more precise in breast fed infants. More recently Vio et al found good agreement between direct weighing and isotope determination of formula intake, but their study was not conclusive because of a technical problem with the isotope procedure that suggested oral loss of the deuterium dose; total body water values of up to 196% of body weight were obtained.

Test weighing is likely to remain a valuable method of measurement in nutritional studies. As facilitates for deuterium estimation become more widely available, however, we suggest that use of the deuterium dilution method will increase. The choice between giving the dose to the baby (as studied here) or to the mother will depend on the particular study. Giving the dose to the baby is more direct, is cheaper (in that it requires analysis of fewer samples), provides additional important information on total body water, and is the only method using deuterium that is suitable for objectively measuring milk intake in formula fed infants. The procedure is non-invasive and requires only a small oral dose of labelled water (which is not radioactive) and daily sampling of saliva or urine; these can often be undertaken by parents without the intrusion of an investigator into the home. Deuterium dilution is the method of choice when the infant breast feeds frequently. The relatively long study period minimises error due to daily variation in intake. Apart from its research applications, we foresee a role for this technique in clinical practice for outpatient investigation of infants for whom data on milk intake may influence diagnosis or management. Such investigation would also avoid the discouraging effect that test weighing has on some mothers whose milk production is marginal.
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Commentary
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Lucas et al have compared the measurement of formula intake by the deuterium dilution technique and by weighing formula bottles over a seven day period and have shown close agreement between the two methods.1 They refer to our paper in which we concluded that the deuterium dilution technique overestimates milk intake,2 and this requires some elaboration.

Our trial attempting to validate the method was designed according to the original protocol reported by Coward et al.3 Differences in the way in which we used the method compared with that of Lucas et al require critical evaluation. The equilibration period of two hours that we used to calculate total body water was insufficient; in experiment 2, however, values of total body water predicted from samples taken two hours after the dose of isotope had been given were only 2.7% higher than those obtained by extrapolation from the exponential curve of decay of the isotope to the time of the start of the experiment. Because the half life of water in infants is about three days, assessment of milk intake by the deuterium dilution technique over 48 hours is probably too short, although agreement between methods was not improved when we extended the experiment to 120 hours. Deuterium enrichment analysis was performed at the Dunn Laboratory in both our study and theirs. In our study it was done on a Micromass 602 D spectrometer and an Aqua-sira mass spectrometer; possibly better precision and accuracy were achieved by Lucas et al in their study.

The short duration (48 hours) of the test weighing session was an important limitation of our study. We now know that the estimate resulting from a 48 hour test weighing session should be within about 28% (95% confidence interval) of an individual infant’s intake.4 Although this shortcoming led to a less precise estimate, it would not result in a systematic overestimation.

The way in which we calculated milk intake from the results obtained with the deuterium dilution technique was different from that used by Lucas et al; we made no adjustments for the fractionation of deuterium in water vapour. Lucas et al assumed that an equivalent of 13% of water intake was subject to fractionation. Although this proportion seems low, they are correct in stating that a 100% error in this figure would result in about a 1% error in water output. More importantly, they incorporated a correction factor of 5-7% and assumed this to be insensible water intake. This value was derived from a previous experiment with preterm infants and was the difference in intake observed between weighed records and results obtained by deuterium dilution. Although it may encompass insensible water influx, it also includes other possible sources of error.

Water influx through the skin and respiratory passages may be a potential, uncontrollable source of error in the ‘dose to the infant’ version of the deuterium dilution technique. The input of water vapour through the skin should be proportional to ambient humidity and the permeability of the skin to water.5 Influx through the lungs should be related to respiratory minute volume and ambient humidity. If ambient water is depleted compared with the body’s enrichment, water flux will be overestimated. The effects of unlabelled ambient water vapour at various relative humidities on water influxes measured using tritium were shown in kangaroo rats. With absolute humidities ranging from 3.8 to 19.8 mg H2O/l air water fluxes were overestimated by 7.7 to 44.2%, respectively. To account for this source of error variations in ambient humidity, skin permeability, surface:volume ratio, and minute volume would have to be considered in the calculation of water flux. Application of a constant correction factor may not be appropriate in environments where humidity varies daily, and the differences between indoor air conditioned and outdoor settings must be taken into account, as would be the case in Houston, Texas, where our own studies were conducted.

Recent preliminary findings from our laboratory, however, suggest that water influx may present only a minor source of error in the ‘dose to the infant’ deuterium dilution method. We have found that formula intakes predicted from deuterium dilution were only slightly higher than values obtained from direct weighing of formula bottles. Milk intakes of breast fed infants were consistently overestimated by the deuterium dilution technique when compared with values obtained by five day test weightings to the order of 10% more than were formula intakes. Because there is no obvious reason for the difference in water flux dynamics of breast fed and formula fed infants we must evaluate the test weighing procedure critically. Our measurements of